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Understanding how humour enables contact in music therapy relationships with persons 
living with dementia: A phenomenological arts-based reflexive study 
 
Abstract 

This article details part of a phenomenological arts-based reflexive study investigating 

humour in music therapy with persons living with dementia. Rooted in psychosocial and 

relational-centred methodology, the study arose from the first author’s experience as a 

music therapist. As part of a larger study, three interview-encounters with persons living 

with dementia and their music therapists (n=8) provided opportunities for shared reflection 

on humour in their work. Arts-based reflexivity within a phenomenological frame was used 

to address the question of how humour enables contact in music therapy with persons living 

with dementia. Furthermore, Christopher Bollas’ (1987) concept of “aesthetic moments” is 

used to think into the relational and existential importance of humour in this context and 

explore more deeply what contact may mean. Links between methodology and topic are 

explored and the correspondence between humour and intersubjective experiences in 

music therapy is highlighted in relationships with persons living with dementia. 

 

Keywords: “aesthetic moments”; humour; music therapy; dementia; improvisation; arts-
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Introduction 

          The arts therapies (Evans, 2008) and music therapy in particular can offer non-verbal 

expressive and imaginative ways of being in communication with persons living with 

dementia (Janus et al., 2020; Krøier et al., 2020; Ridder et al., 2014). While there is no 

known cure for dementia (Evans et al., 2020), it is well known that music “appears to retain 

meaning and pleasure whilst cognitive faculties such as facial recognition declines” (Darnley-

Smith, 2020, p.145). An awareness of the usefulness of music and music therapy in all 

aspects of dementia care continues to grow (Baker et al., 2019; Moreno-Morales et al., 

2020; van der Steen et al., 2018) and as a result, alongside music therapy, there is now a 

rich spectrum of opportunities to engage with and through music making in later life.      

     Psychoanalysis, as a “disciplined way of thinking about a problem which focuses upon the 

internal world of the individual in the context of both early and later psychosocial 

experiences” (Evans et al., 2020, p. 1), is also becoming more prevalent as a way of working 

with persons living with dementia and understanding relationships in the context of 

therapeutic care (Davenhill, 2007; Evans et al., 2020; McCormack & McCance, 2017; White 

et al., 2018).      

     In a psychotherapeutic context, humour has been of interest since Sigmund Freud (1928; 

1976), developed his thinking in Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious (1976) and his 

subsequent paper ‘Humour’ (1928). While it has often been seen as controversial in this 

setting (Kubie, 1971; Poland, 1971), humour still invites exploration in psychotherapeutic 

relationships (Bollas, 1995; Marks-Tarlow et al., 2018; Shearer, 2016; West, 2018; Wyatt, 

2019). As a dynamic form, humour corresponds with improvisation, creativity, playfulness 
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and musicality (Malloch & Trevarthen, 2010; Trevarthen, 1997) which can facilitate 

connection and relationship across the lifespan. For some, humour can be a way of dealing 

with the serious challenge of dementia (Grierson, 2008; Killick, 2013). 

     In this article, I1 describe a phenomenological arts-based reflexive study exploring 

experiences of humour in music therapy with persons living with dementia. As part of the 

study three focus groups with music therapists (n=9) and three interview-encounters (n=8) 

involving music therapists and persons with whom they work were carried out. This paper 

focuses on the interview-encounters and addresses the following question: 

- How does humour enable contact in music therapy with persons living with 

dementia? 

    Following a very brief contextualisation of existing literature investigating humour in 

music therapy and humour in music therapy with persons living with dementia, I will detail 

the methods used for collecting data. Subsequently, a focus on the phenomenologically 

informed arts-based reflexive analytic process illuminates findings, and finally Christopher 

Bollas’ (1987) concept of “aesthetic moments”, provides the main theoretical territory for 

discussion of findings.  

Review of literature 

     Spontaneous humour is difficult to study given its conceptual fluidity and context-

dependent nature (McCreaddie & Payne, 2010). In the arts therapies, there have been a 

small number of studies exploring humour. For example, Pendzik and Raviv (2011), along 

 
1 Due to the reflexive nature of this study, it was important to keep the first-person voice and so the first 
author is referred to in the first-person throughout. 
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with Grinberg et al. (2012), have used role theory in dramatherapy to explore therapeutic 

clowning in hospital contexts. Added to this, Kopytin and Lebedev (2013; 2015) investigated 

the therapeutic functions of humour in art therapy groups with war veterans. In addition, 

clowning in healthcare and/or therapeutic settings, specifically with persons living with 

dementia, has increasingly attracted research focus over the past ten years (Goodenough et 

al., 2012; Kontos et al, 2017; Low et al., 2013). Yet very little has been written specifically 

about humour in music therapy with persons living with dementia.  

     Although humour in music therapy has not been widely studied (Amir, 2005; Haire & 

Oldfield, 2009), it is nevertheless considered a ubiquitous aspect of music therapy work 

often dependent on shared “insider knowledge” between persons (Critchley, 2002). That 

said, the ambiguity inherent in humour means that music therapists can also encounter risk 

when using or engaging with humour in their work (Haire & MacDonald, 2019).  

     The lack of research into humour as a reciprocal embodied experience in music therapy 

(Amir, 2005; Haire & MacDonald, 2019; Haire & Oldfield, 2009) extends to explorations of 

humour in music therapy with persons living with dementia which are scarce. In the small 

number of studies identified in a recent narrative literature review (Haire & MacDonald, 

2019), humour in music therapy seems to be considered an anecdotal measure of 

engagement and to indicate cognitive ability. Salutogenic notions of humour in this field are 

often characterised by language that signals a kind of “waking up” (Melhuish, 2013). This is 

exemplified by music therapists Dennis and Rickson (2014) who introduce an elderly person 

they are working with: “I perceived Jack to be a warm, friendly and gentle man, with sharp 

sense of humour. He was always quick to tell a story, and reminisce about family, and 

Scotland” (“A Case Story” section, para 1), and is echoed by McDermott et al. (2014) who 
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emphasize the use of humour as an indication of relational engagement in group music 

therapy. 

Purpose statement 

     Having identified a lack of research exploring humour in music therapy with persons living 

with dementia, I was specifically interested in the connective potential of humour in music 

therapy and the question of how humour enables a specific quality of contact with self and 

other in this context. 

Methodology 

     A relational-centred and psychosocial (Clarke & Hoggett, 2009; Finlay & Evans, 2009) 

methodological framing works alongside phenomenological philosophy (Finlay, 2011; 

Gadamer, 2013; Heidegger, 2011; van Manen, 2014, 2016) to underpin the study.  

     My pre-understandings of humour in music therapy are intertwined with my own cultural 

background2 as well as my approach as a music therapist. A foundational humanistic 

approach, allied with a psychodynamic theoretical frame and improvisational practice, is 

most usefully characterised in Trondalen’s (2016) Relational music therapy: An 

intersubjective perspective. Therefore, I view humour that occurs within a music therapy 

relationship through these lenses and consider it as a multi-modal embodied expression.   

     Alongside Bollas’ (1987) notion of contact in early relationships, Trondalen’s (2016) 

conceptualisation of “mental contact” through musical intersubjectivity (p.121) is useful, as 

 
2 As a white Scottish female based in Scotland and trained as a music therapist in England, I am aware of my 
own euro-centric position (and that of my profession) and acknowledge how this influences my conceptions of 
humour. I have tried to keep a broad horizon within this position and acknowledge the particular lenses I see 
and experience humour through. With more space, the relationship between humour, culture and identity 
could be explored further. 
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is Erskine’s (1998) perception of contact in relational psychotherapy, in turn based on 

Fairbairn’s (1994) work. Erskine (1998) outlines: “Therapeutic attunement goes beyond 

empathy to provide a unity of interpersonal contact and the facilitation of psychological 

healing…. Contact is the means by which the need for relationship is met (p. 235).” Added to 

this, I have become increasingly interested in Merleau-Ponty’s (2012) idea of the “knowing 

body” as a way of conceptualizing contact through bodily consciousness in non-verbal and 

gestural interactive music therapy relationships with persons living with dementia. 

Methods 

Interview-encounters 

     Humour, like improvisation, happens between persons in music therapy. It often emerges 

spontaneously and can come from nothing. In looking to investigate how humour enabled 

contact in music therapy I had a strong desire to include as much of the aliveness, 

spontaneity and ambiguity of humour as possible, and in doing so, I was keen to move 

beyond merely dynamic descriptions of interactional moments involving forms of humour in 

music therapy. My interest centred around understanding how a sense of humour might be 

important in music therapy relationships with persons living with dementia. However, the 

temporal nature of humour makes it difficult to “pin down” or capture, and as soon as one 

tries, it disappears.  

He who binds [to] himself a joy 
Does the winged life destroy 

But he who [just] kisses the joy as it flies 
Lives in [an eternal] eternity’s sunrise 

 

William Blake, Eternity (Blake & Ostriker, 1977, p.153). 
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     The reflective practice of using video recordings of ongoing music therapy work is 

relatively common (Oldfield, 2006; Oldfield & Thompson, 2019) and drawing on a modified 

version of Henry and Fetters’ (2012) video elicitation method, I began with the idea of using 

video clips as catalysts for discussion.  

     To pilot this process, I arranged an interview with a person I was working with as a music 

therapist, and his spouse. I isolated three short video clips from our previous work and used 

these in the interview to stimulate discussion about humour in the work generally. By 

framing these clips as “questions” during the interview, thoughts about what was 

happening in the clips were voiced. This catalysed discussion of wider experiences of 

humour. There was an improvisatory feel to the meeting and lots of humour arose in 

response to the clips. The meeting was video-recorded and analysed thematically (Braun & 

Clarke, 2006) and reflexively (Finlay, 2011). Multiple layers of data emerged, and the 

experience was intimate and enlivening. As such, this meeting felt more than a research 

interview.  

     The term interview-encounter seemed to most fully encapsulate the sense of exchange 

that had occurred. This resonated with Hillman’s (1994) articulation of encounters in 

therapy and also related to Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological stance regarding how we 

come to understand - to know - through encounter with other (Romdenh-Romluc, 2011). 

Finally, it was also supported by Buber’s (2013) philosophy of dialogic I-thou inter-existence. 

These types of “encounters”, according to Buber, can lead to feelings of presence, surprise 

and transformation: "At the core of this model of existence is the notion of encounter as 

"revelation" (Zank et al., 2014, p. 5). For Garred (2006), this view of an encounter follows a 

fundamentally dialogic perspective in music therapy.   
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     Following a call for participation open to music therapists who had been working for over 

five years with persons with dementia, I arranged three interview-encounters (IEs) involving 

music therapists and persons with whom they were working (n=8)3. Each music therapist 

participant had studied in the UK and followed a relational, music-centred or psychodynamic 

music therapy approach. The persons with whom they worked came from different 

geographical locations and were all living with dementia at different stages. 

Analysis 

Making sense of the multi-dimensionality of humour 

     This data collection process offered rich layered multi-dimensional information. Video 

recordings of each interview-encounter, the primary data, included interactions between 

participants and responses to the music therapy video examples viewed. Participants were 

considered to be co-researchers after Finlay (2009), in that data was borne “between the 

researcher/co-researcher encounter (p. 2). The interview-encounter process is illustrated 

from the picture below. 

Figure 1: interview-encounter 

 

      

 
3 Full ethical approval was granted by the Edinburgh College of Art Ethics Committee, University of Edinburgh, 
November 2018. 
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     Blake’s notion of meeting briefly “the joy as it flies” was central to the idea of an 

improvisatory and reflexive aesthetic space through which to investigate humour. After 

transcription of the verbal discussion from each interview-encounter, where I also noted 

down moments of non-verbal interaction including laughter and gestures, I focussed on 

specific passages from the video-recording that seemed intriguing or puzzling (Finlay, 2011).  

     I followed Finlay’s (2011) phased approach to phenomenological reflexive analysis: 

empathizing with data; lingering over selected passages; then stepping back and 

interrogating data using lifeworld-oriented questions such as: “What does it mean to be this 

person?”; “What is their subjective sense of embodiment?”; “How do they experience 

relating to others?; “What motivates this person; what gives their life meaning?”; “Is there 

any discourse/language being used that seems significant and reveals either personal or 

shared cultural meanings?” (Finlay, 2011, p. 230). Throughout these reflexive phases, I drew 

on Schenstead’s (2012) notion of arts-based reflexivity and engaged with isolated passages 

creatively, improvising on solo violin (the first author’s primary instrument), using pencil 

drawing and reflective writing. Finally, in taking a step back, I engaged in a final “aesthetic 

response” (Gerge et al., 2017a; 2017b) and sought to combine these phases in a written 

reflexive description. This is outlined in the figure below. 

Figure 2: Analytic process4 

 
4 Max van Manen’s (2016) outline of hermeneutic phenomenological reflection also supported the reflexive 
analytic process. His approach (uncovering thematic aspects; isolating thematic statements and gleaning 
thematic descriptions) aligns with Finlay’s reflexive approach (2011) and I use his terminology here. 
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Figure 3: example of isolated passage and reflexive analysis (phase 2) 

Passage 2 [03:59 – 04:07] transcript 
Line 101 A: I’m looking at that it’s the same nearly the 
same as your other one. 
C: Yeah 
N: Yeah (.) 
A: See? I’m not stupid  
C: No 
K: And and (.)  
A: Just demented ((laughs)) 

Lifeworld-oriented questions 
Audrey has noticed Claire’s necklace and 
comments on it.  
 
 
Self-deprecating language; change in body 
posture 
 
Making a joke 
 

Reflections 
Hearing Audrey say this at the time made me laugh and feel heavy simultaneously. She is instigating 
humour, but it seems to be at her own expense. Keith does not respond visibly to Audrey’s comment which is 
directed towards Claire and he begins to speak about the instruments in the group. As he is talking, Claire 
laughs with Audrey, acknowledging what she has just said, and this moment – though fleeting – feels 
intimate and profound to me. 
 

Phase 1: 
Empathizing with data 

holistically

•Transcription of 
each IE sent to 
participants for 
member checking

Phase 2: 
Phenomenologically 
informed arts-based 

reflexive analysis

• Isolating passages of interest
• Interrogating using lifeworld-oriented questions
• Concurrent solo violin improvising and drawing

Phase 3: 
Aesthetic response

•Stepping back
•Solo violin improvisation & 

crystallization in response 
to whole
•Meta-reflection

Phase 4: 
Synthesis of 

thematic reflections

•Summary sent to 
participants for 
member checking
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At around 3:40 mins into the interview, I don’t really know Audrey yet and she doesn’t know me, and the 
situation may feel strange to her. Watching it back again, and again, I find myself wondering about the 
kinds of meetings that Audrey and Keith have to attend in relation to Audrey’s dementia and the fact that in 
those meetings, dementia is central. I wonder whether this situation is reminding Audrey of those.   
 
On the other hand, perhaps Audrey wanted to say that she had dementia very early on in the interview-
encounter as if owning this fact herself and also showing her awareness. Perhaps it gives her power in 
saying who she is. I wonder if she might say this in the music therapy group, or in other social situations.  
 
Reflecting further, my own discomfort around what having dementia means became clearer. As I watched 
this clip back several times, my own feelings and conception of something frightening and painful in having 
dementia emerged more consciously and my sense of wanting to try and find distance from the discomfort 
was noticeable. I realise I was trying to empathise with Audrey in the moment, and it happened very quickly, 
and so I do not think I fully recognised the agency in Audrey’s statement at the time.  
 

 

Figure 4: example of drawings from arts-based reflexive process (phase 2) 

 

     The drawings pictured above are examples of the ongoing arts-based reflexive process as I 

engaged with each interview-encounter. Improvising daily as I focused on passages from the 

video data and then drawing in this way helped to surface thoughts or feelings that were not 

yet conscious, and words often also emerged. I did not try to search for any latent meanings 
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from the images that surfaced as I felt strongly that they were part of a wider sense-making 

process occurring in the study. This practice offered the conscious creation of a space in 

which to dwell deeper with the data in an embodied, creative and spontaneous way 

(Schenstead, 2012). Having said that, some of the drawings did offer symbolic reminders of 

particularly intriguing moments and affective responses. For example, in my journal next to 

the drawing pictured above in the top right-hand space, I had written “clown-light”. 

Findings 

     What follows is a brief summary of thematic reflections from each interview-encounter 

with accompanying improvised audio recording and drawn crystallization from the final 

aesthetic response. 

Interview-encounter 1 (IE1)   

     Keith, Audrey, Claire5 and Nicky (researcher) participated in IE1. Audrey lives at home 

with her husband Keith. They have been involved in a music therapy group run by Claire, 

attending 10-week blocks of sessions over the last two years. The interview-encounter took 

place at the community centre following the music therapy group. 

IE1 aesthetic response: https://soundcloud.com/nickyhaire/sets/interview-encounter  

Figure 5: IE1 crystallization 

 
5 Some participants waived their right to anonymity, others chose a pseudonym. Where proxy consent had 
been sought, a pseudonym was used. 
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Something of the significance of humour for Audrey and Keith is crystallized in this image 

(figure 5). The red aortic spine alludes to the importance of humour for them both and 

articulates the feeling that humour offered a connective lifeline which ran through the 

interview-encounter, the music therapy group and through Audrey and Keith’s relationship. 

The bright green and blue chevrons around and about the spine of humour speaks to the 

spatial and temporal experience of humour for me during the interview-encounter. The 

strength of feeling around this life-force of humour embodies relationship, loss, loneliness and 

confusion, as well as support, vividness, music and familiarity. This manifested in their use of 

the music therapy group as a way to move towards humour. The music therapy group 

facilitated a specific kind of familiar contact between them, and others.  

     In IE1, we all used humour in different ways, and it became clear relatively quickly that we 

shared a similar sense of humour. Our interactions were lively, musical and involved movement 

and gesture. It was evident that the familiar structure of jokes, and the inherent social, gestural 
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and temporal forms, offered Audrey important interactional signposts and known ways of 

being with others that also emerged in music making. Some of these forms were spontaneous 

and had become “in-jokes” through repetition in the music therapy group, and others were 

obviously already known between she and Keith. Audrey used these in-jokes as a way to 

communicate affect and invite contact. For example, her self-deprecating quipping “I’m not 

stupid… just demented” seemed to offer a relational agency alongside an emotional processing. 

     Added to this, for Keith, in the music therapy group: “The humour at the end of the day is 

probably more important than the actual music”. In the music therapy group, Keith and Audrey, 

in different and similar ways were actively looking for space to engage in those moments of 

humour; those moments that for Bollas (1987) contain the familiarity of a pre-verbal existential 

unthought known.  

     I was left reflecting on how Keith observed the lasting effects of the music therapy group for 

Audrey and himself. It made me wonder about the idea of moments of humour, and so 

moments of connection or contact in this context. These moments are dynamic, involve 

emotion, and can change something, somewhat like Stern’s (2004) concept of “moments of 

meeting”.  When Keith described how crucial humour was for himself and Audrey (IE1), he was 

profoundly moved at the thought that it might disappear. As this interview-encounter 

unfolded, we came to relate differently with each other. Through sharing our experiences of 

humour and also sharing in humour, I felt that I experienced the relational process of what 

humour can do. The quality of contact that these moments of humour invited led to a kind of 

knowing which developed into more protracted relational interactions. This is a crucial idea in 

relation to humour in a music therapy relationship. When, to finish, Keith asked Audrey what it 

was about the music therapy group that was most important to her, she responded decisively: 

“humour”.  
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Interview-encounter 2 

     Ann, May, Ellie and Nicky took part in IE2. Ellie works individually with Ann, and Ann’s friend 

May usually takes part in music therapy sessions. Ann is non-ambulant and usually sits in a 

large moveable comfy chair. She rarely uses words to communicate now. The interview-

encounter took place in the care home where Ann lives.  

 

IE2 aesthetic response: https://soundcloud.com/nickyhaire/sets/interview-encounter 

Figure 6: IE2 crystallization 

     

The IE2 crystallization drawing came very quickly to me, and it reminds me instantly about 

how it felt being with Ann and engaging in this interview-encounter. The golden orange circle 

inside the bigger grounded circular earth-like brown embraced by water-blueness is how I 

experienced this interview-encounter. When Ann was awake, I felt her presence full of vitality 

and luminously clear. Her laughter was a transformative whole-body experience which 
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surprised me and changed the atmosphere in the room instantly. Ann lifted her shoulders up 

and down, her eyes twinkled, and she chuckled, filling the room with delight. This sense of 

delight was seductive in its call to engage.  

     Ann seemed tired initially and we spent some time in quiet together. When she awoke, 

she immediately responded to the music that she heard, chuckling warmly, vocalising, 

changing her facial expressions, making eye contact and moving her legs in time with the 

music. Although it was unclear what Ann saw when she watched the video clip with us, it was 

as if her body ‘re-membered’ (Finlay, 2011) the musical experience and this was linked 

dynamically and bodily with a feeling of humour and potential relational connection. Ann’s 

laughter, like the vocal phrase she articulated, was heard by Ellie as “part of the music”. In 

this way, music, laughter and vocalising offered interactional opportunities for Ann, Ellie, and 

May, and we moved easily and fluidly between laughing, vocalising and musicking. 

       The lightness of Ann’s musical laughter in IE2 served to lift the atmosphere in the room 

as well as offering opportunities for relational connection. This image, complete and 

luminous, might be interpreted as a depiction of the return to an earlier developmental stage 

of life. For Ann, who now mainly communicates without words, music therapy offered a 

relational space in which to engage in a specific aesthetic of being with others. Her musical 

laughter embodied a holistic experience of humour which facilitated possibilities for contact 

with others. However, as I noticed myself looking for laughs in the interview-encounter, I was 

reminded about the allure of delightfulness as a music therapist and felt the need to 

consciously allow space in which to still and be quiet.  

Interview-encounter 3 

     Bob, Hayley and Nicky took part in IE3. Bob attends the weekly open music group run by 

Hayley at the care home where he lives. He is ambulant and mainly uses words to 
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communicate with others. The interview-encounter took place at the care home directly 

following the music group.  

IE3 aesthetic response: https://soundcloud.com/nickyhaire/sets/interview-encounter 

Figure 7: IE3 Crystallization 

     

Immediately after the improvisation and crystallization, I reflected in my journal that my 

improvisation sounded foreign to me. I could not find the feeling, or the form, or the sense of 

the encounter. The violinist sounded somehow unlike me: “I spent the whole of that improv 

searching… and I don’t think that I found IE3”.   

     The crystallisation drawing for IE3 crudely indicates feelings of dislocation, lostness, and 

responsibility which sat heavily after meeting. The drawing embodies the sense of missing or 

mismatching in IE3, and traversing and existing in different spaces and times. I had a feeling 

that the experience had been overly confusing for Bob yet more often than not during the 

interview-encounter, watching the short video clips from the music group led to spontaneous 
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humorous interactions initiated by him. The dotted lines, like markings on a path, illustrate the 

inter-relational way-finding that I felt these moments of humour offered between the three of 

us. This could be summed up in the idea of humour as a locating function for Bob which served 

to present him; in other words, to bring him into the present. In this way, a sense of temporal 

location through humour served to develop relational contact for Bob internally - with his self - 

and with other.  

     Given that Bob was living with dementia, past and the present experiences were sometimes 

jumbled for him; at times he recognised himself and obviously recalled the experience we were 

watching, and at other times he did not. The method of watching video clips augmented a 

sense of different dimensions of space and time. It was clear that the music aided with an 

embodied recall for Bob. Yet, I found myself carefully monitoring him as the interview-

encounter progressed. For me, IE3 is characterised by a continuous movement between 

moments of confusion along with feelings of being disconnected and lost, and moments of 

clarity and shared experiences of music and laughter. Moments of contact, settling, or location 

tended to pass relatively quickly. Sometimes, after a joke or laughter the silence was noticeably 

heavier. At times it felt that the passing humour exposed more vividly the feelings of being lost 

or confused. 

Summary of arts-based reflexive process 

     As Crociani-Windland (2003) outlines, the process of arts-based reflexivity as research 

could be said to have a containing capacity in improvisatory practice. The potential space 

(Winnicott, 2006) I created through improvisations held feelings I might have wanted to 

keep hidden as well as allowing celebration of playfulness and spontaneity. The discipline 

was in listening to all feelings that emerged. I have termed this arts-based reflexive method 
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of sense-making thinking through improvisation6 and this extended to my drawing which 

was a completely new venture for me. In addition to playing an instrument with which I was 

overly familiar. Having been a violinist for many years, I was looking for a way to surprise 

myself too. 

     More importantly, this methodology allowed exploration of aesthetic spaces which 

related to experiences of humour. Following IE1, an improvisation emerged naturally and 

felt rich. After IE2, I had an overwhelming desire to do the improvisation again and likewise, 

during IE3, I had to work to sit with the dislocation and listen to the powerful sense of losing 

myself in the interview-encounter. When I was disappointed in how I experienced the 

rigidity of my own improvisations, this knowing enabled further exploration of sense of 

temporality, and how the flightiness of humorous moments that pass by in music therapy 

can be significant in relationships with persons living with dementia. Equally, the sense that 

my improvisations were aesthetically frozen challenged me to face my own prejudices 

about improvising and understand them in relation to my interest in contact through 

humour. This experience of tension was constructive in moving towards understanding 

something of how humour can work relationally; sometimes dislocating, distancing, and 

missing its mark. 

Discussion 

     This article details a phenomenological arts-based reflexive study exploring experiences of 

humour in music therapy with persons living with dementia. The three interview-encounters 

 
6 Thinking through improvisation is also discussed elsewhere (Xxxxx & xxxxx, in press) 
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presented were carried out in order to address the following research question: How does 

humour enable contact in music therapy with persons living with dementia? 

     In each interview-encounter, humour enabled contact in various ways. In IE1, familiar 

patterns of interactive behaviours or multi-modal humorous in-jokes facilitated contact for 

Audrey and Keith through social connections in a music therapy group; in IE2, Ann’s musical 

laughter enabled possibilities for intimate contact on a one-to-one basis and in IE3, a sense of 

temporal location or presencing through humour served to develop relational contact internally 

for Bob - within self - and with other.  

     During the interview-encounters, familiar forms of humour bore dynamic resemblance 

to, and on several occasions emerged out of, structured musical songs/activities, improvised 

or instrumental material from the video catalysts. The known embodied and linguistic 

humorous patterns in the moment also had a strong connective function in the interview-

encounters and appeared closely linked with playfulness and improvisation. The 

correspondence between musical improvisation and humour is not new knowledge (Amir, 

2005; Holck, 2004; 2019), however, for each participant in the interview-encounters, 

humour seemed to offer something more. In IE1, humour was more important than music 

for Keith and Audrey; shared music-making offered them the chance to get to humour. In 

IE2, Ann’s gestural and vocal cheekiness took musical encounters further with her music 

therapist so that a sense of intimacy and shared recognition was felt more deeply. In IE3, 

Bob’s intentional use of verbal humour appeared to temporally locate him in the interview-

encounter.  

     Psychoanalyst Christopher Bollas (1987) believes that making contact in a deep way 

begins creatively in our earliest interactions with a primary caregiver. These interactions are 

built around “gesture, gaze and intersubjective utterance” (p.13) as we begin to build up a 
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“private discourse” within which a shared “aesthetic of being” emerges. According to Bollas7, 

the feeling of this particular kind of contact between caregiver and infant continues to be 

sought in adult life, primarily through engagement with the arts. Bollas refers to this mutual 

state as an “aesthetic of being”, and outlines how in adult life we often search for and 

recreate experiences of this through engagement with artistic media; music, poetry, art etc. 

As I understand it, the feeling of being in this “aesthetic moment” (1987, p. 28) is 

reminiscent of a pre-verbal, pre-conceptual embodied symbiotic state of being with another 

person (object) where something is “never cognitively apprehended but existentially known” 

(p. 16). Most importantly for Bollas, this aesthetic moment is linked with the mother as 

being a transformational object; this kind of encounter changes the infant’s internal-external 

self-experience.  

     Although Bollas (1987) does not refer to humour in particular as an aesthetic moment, 

his explication of an aesthetic of being, and the experiences he describes which can lead to 

aesthetic moments bear similarity to humour in their embodied and intersubjective nature: 

“such experiences crystallize time into a space where subject and object appear to achieve 

an intimate rendezvous" (p. 31). This sense of deep connection through humour was 

common across each interview-encounter, whether with the sense of shared experience 

reached at the end of IE1, Ann’s laughter in IE2 lifting the atmosphere or Bob’s initiation of a 

witty quip in IE3, and points towards the significance of humour in music therapy 

relationships. 

     In his later writing, Bollas (1995) extends his focus to humour specifically. Returning to 

the very first interactions between infant and caregiver, he suggests:  

 
7 To explore Christopher Bollas’ work beyond texts quoted I suggest: The Christopher Bollas Reader (2011) and: 
https://psychoanalysis.org.uk/our-authors-and-theorists/christopher-bollas  
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Perhaps a sense of humor is essential to human survival. Amusement in the self 
and in the other may be a vital constituent part of a comprehensive perspective 
on life. The mother who develops her baby’s sense of humor is assisting him to 
detach from dire mere existence, from simply being in the rather shitty world of 
infancy, for example. Such a child can, as an adult, ultimately find humor in the 
most awful circumstances, benefiting from the origins of the comic sense (p. 
244). 
 

This comic sense is difficult to articulate, yet immediately noticeable if it is missing. As an 

aesthetic moment, humour offers contact with self as well as contact with other which 

existentially locates: "The aesthetic moment is a caesura in time when the subject feels held 

in symmetry and solitude by the spirit of the object" (Bollas, 1987, p. 31). For Bollas, 

humour offers a way for an infant’s caregiver to offer control of otherwise uncontrollable 

(and still yet unknown) experiences. The caregiver plays with plight and pleasure (Bollas, 

1995) and mismatching and spontaneity are as important as matching and attuning in this 

dance. 

Humor relies, as we will see, upon an unconscious sense of time and space, 
operating on an intersubjective plane. And the humorous act always risks bad 
timing and improper placing, in this respect allowing the potential for disaster 
always to be glimpsed (Bollas, 1995, p. 235). 
 

     Humour – again, like improvisation – plays on mistakes and mishaps and involves risk. In 

this way, it can allow for the necessary “rupture and repair” (Tronick, 1989) which facilitates 

more mutual recognition (Benjamin, 2018) between persons. Thinking into Bollas’ 

“unconscious sense of time and space” reveals a specific connective experience of time far 

more profound than clock, or chronological time. Stern (2004) uses the articulation of Kairos 

to help explicate this. Perhaps this quality of time and potential shared experience could 

also be called relational time. This bears some resemblance to the rhythmicity of reciprocal 

recognition that Jessica Benjamin (1990; 2018) describes in experiences of intersubjectivity 

and equally in music therapy, the significance of time as a self-organizing and “qualitative 
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relational experience” (Johns, 2018, p. 75) in therapeutic work with children whose family 

relationships have been fractured. In addition, specifically in work with persons with 

dementia, relational time can be supported by Kontos et al.’s (2017) concept of “relational 

presence”; a multi-modal idea highlighting the shared interactive agency arising out of 

interactions through “humour, empathy and improvisation” between elder clowns and 

persons living with dementia.  

     For persons living with dementia, memory and presence can be understood to involve 

more than just cognition (Merleau-Ponty, 2012; Kontos, 2004; Kontos & Martin, 2013; 

Kontos et al., 2017). In each interview-encounter, humour was a whole-body experience, 

involving internal and external experiences of self and other: a colourful and profound 

“aesthetic of being” (Bollas, 1987) which enabled relationships to develop and embodied 

location shared in space-time. Aesthetic moments take us by surprise and can be difficult to 

articulate in words: "While such moments can be flung into hermeneutical explication, they 

are fundamentally wordless occasions, notable for the density of the subject's feeling and 

the fundamentally non-representational knowledge of being embraced by the aesthetic 

object” (Bollas, 1987, p.31).  

Limitations and strengths: thinking through experience 

     This study provides rich material for consideration, however there are also limitations 

which will be helpful to bear in mind in future research. The self-reflexive artistic methods 

of analysis used generated large amounts of data and this needed a clear conceptual 

framework. The methods used are subjective and unique to the researcher and co-

researchers involved. Trying to look at humour from the inside is problematic and yet the 

improvisatory and arts-based reflexive methods offered a chance to critically examine these 
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experiences in a disciplined, embodied and creative way which was crucial in relation to 

difficult-to-describe experiences of humour.  

     In the interview-encounters, video examples were thought to be an accessible way to 

provide stimulus for consideration yet the practice of layering (i.e., video-recording 

participants watching video examples of past experiences) could be said to be overly 

complex and to heighten non-linear dimensional experiences of time. In some ways this 

novel practice moved the focus further away from, rather than closer to, the situated 

practice of music therapy. Having said that, considering experiences of humour in this way 

provided the possibility of surprise and also offered a lived sense of distance and closeness 

which could be said to mirror aspects of the experience of humour in music therapy. 

     Whilst using video examples to elicit responses worked well overall, it was also 

problematic at times for participants who were confused by seeing themselves on screen. 

This possibility was considered in depth in advance and time was spent setting up the 

interview-encounters and preparing participants, however, responses to the audio stimuli 

from the video clips were noticeably less confusing and therefore may work better in the 

future.  

     The music therapists that responded to the call for participation did so because they 

were curious about humour in their work. This meant that the starting point for inquiry 

tended towards humour being something with potential therapeutic value which was worth 

investigating. As a result, any findings begin from this position.  

     The study is situated in a relational psychodynamic framework and therefore may be 

limited in scope for music therapists from different philosophical backgrounds. For music 

therapists from a behavioural approach for example, more focus might be expected on the 

dynamic form of humour and its functions. Finally, the focus is on a small number of 
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participants so generalisations about how humour enables contact in music therapy with 

persons living with dementia are not possible.  

Implications for music therapy practice 

     In music therapy work with persons living with dementia, music therapists are often 

engaging with a non-linear and temporally subjective sense of time. According to Aldridge 

(2000), music can offer an “alternative form for structuring time”  (p. 28). When working 

memory is unreliable, experiences through music and sound can be shared and held within 

a music therapy relationship. Relational time offers both subjective (being) and 

intersubjective (being with) conception which can be useful in holding non-linear and 

abstract experiences of relating in music therapy with a person living with dementia.  

     In the interview-encounters, experiences of relational time through humour were 

catalysed by “re-membering” (Finlay, 2011) past experiences of humour in music therapy 

work. For both Audrey, in IE1, and Bob in IE3, using familiar forms of humour appeared to 

allay feelings of being lost or confused, and therefore possibly in some ways mitigate 

symptoms of dementia. For example, their initiation of humour invited experiences of 

relational time during the interview-encounters which led to a sense of contact between 

researcher and co-researchers. In IE3, Bob’s desire to make us laugh seemed to offer him 

experiences of certainty. When he did make us laugh, he seemed to know where and who 

he was. In IE2, Ann’s delightful way of being was beguiling and offered opportunities for 

contact, however this also recalled a conscious need for music therapists to remain aware of 

the space around delightfulness. In IE1, the importance of the music therapy group as a 

place for doing humour was emphasised, along with emotive acknowledgement from Keith 

of the unthinkable possibility of losing humour.  
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     Theoretically, understanding experiences of humour as an “aesthetic moment” after 

Bollas (1987), along with the notion of relational time that humour can engender, highlight 

the constructive relational experiences that are possible through humour in music therapy 

work with persons with dementia. While humour is not something to be pushed towards - 

any forcing of humour in a music therapy relationship can work against a possible 

connective function - in music therapy with persons living with dementia, creating space for 

its spontaneity can have profound affective consequences and invite relational contact in a 

deep and meaningful way. 

Suggestions for future research 

     Humour is a slippery experience in music therapy which is ubiquitous yet difficult to 

qualify. Instances of humour in this study have been largely perceived as positive and 

relationally constructive. In order to understand humour more holistically, and invite space 

for less constructive experiences of humour, it would be worth considering if participants 

could be involved without prior knowledge that humour was the focus of research.  

Conclusion  

     “How can you have music therapy without humour?” asked Barbara, whose husband Don 

I worked with for over five years as a music therapist. Both Barbara and Don agreed to be 

involved in the pilot phase of this study and I am hugely grateful for their support and 

encouragement, along with all the participants in this study with whom I have engaged. 

Barbara’s question stimulated further explorations into such a subjective experiential 

phenomenon. Like Keith in IE1, Barbara and Don’s experience of humour was also 

emotionally significant and existentially vital. Humour is a multi-faceted and subjective 

social experience and for the persons involved in this study it has been characterised as a 

lifeline and on occasion more important than shared music making. 
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     In this paper I have outlined how multi-modal forms of humour in music therapy can 

catalyse contact with persons living with dementia. A shared sense of connection through 

humour can be profound and fleeting yet relationally incremental. In addition, opportunities 

for initiating humour also importantly seemed to be intact for the persons living with 

dementia participating in this study.   

     Bollas’ (1987) developmentally important idea of “aesthetic moments” has supported 

exploration into what contact may mean in music therapy and offers a way of conceiving 

intersubjective contact through humour with persons living with dementia. As Bollas (1997) 

writes: "Some objects (a book, a friend, a concert, a walk) release us into intense inner 

experiencings which somehow emphasize us. I think of this as a form of lifting, as 

encounters with objects lift us into some utterance of self available for deep knowing" (p. 

29).  

     Methodologically, this study offers innovative and creative ways of understanding and 

disseminating experiences of humour in music therapy with persons living with dementia. 

Humour is one aspect of relational interaction in music therapy. Through interview-

encounters with persons living with dementia and their music therapists the first author 

experienced the improvisatory yet familiar form of humour from the inside, as it were. 

Playful exploration of these encounters through arts-based reflexivity, thinking through 

improvisation, was framed within phenomenological lifeworld-existentials as set out by 

Finlay (2011). This process surfaced understanding of how sharing humour in music therapy 

can lead to experiences of relational time, through which subjective and intersubjective 

contact can arise with persons living with dementia. 
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